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ABSTRACT 

The st.�ture of the fisheries of Arorae, and Tam&na, reef 
islands at th♦ Southern end of the Gilbert.Group, Kiribati, a.re 
described.' ··Some catch data is also reported. 

The fisheries are predominantly subsistence �ith only minor 
commercial input. A high degree of fishing activity exists, however, 
and relatively large catches are.reported.. Ocean fishillg predominates. 

Comparison i� made with other islands on which frame surveys 
have been conducted, and oonclusione for the future development of the 
fisheries of these islands a.re presented� 
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Introduction 

Fisheries Frame surveys conducted on an interview be.sis, provide a 
very good idea of the structure of the fishery of a pa.rticula.r 
island. However, data re·lating to catch statistics which is 0011914 
cted in this manner is rather more dubicous for a number of reasona
outlined later in this report. Ideally, frame surveys should be 
used in conjunction with data collected regularly relating to catch 
volumes and species mix so that a more complete picture may be obtained. 

Previous frame surveys conducted in Kiribati on South Tarawa (Marriott, 
1981, 1982), North Tarawa, Abemama_and Kuria (Marriott, 1984), and 
Aranuka (Marriott, 1984), were evaluated by the then Fisheries Statis
tician S. Marriott. Prior to his departure it become necessary for 
the present A1.1ther to conduct and subsequently analyse frame e.urveys-
on Arorae and Tamana. Following discussions with Mr. Marrio"bt the 
wording of question 10 "Fill in the box below for fish, method, sale:-"
was changed from the previous surveys (see methodology) in order to 
attempt to obtain more accurate catch statistics (Note that as it 
stands, this question does not specify any time period!). Thus, 
discrepancies between this report and previous reports may partly be 
explained by this. However, these discrepancies further illustrate 
the fact that catch statistics collected in this manner must be treated 
with great care. 

Talru;Lna., a reef island in the south of the Gilbert Group is the subject 
of a trNDP/SPC intergrated atoll development programme. Pa.rt of this 
programme is directed at fisheries, and eo it was considered essential 
that the present state of the fishery on Tamana be evaluated prior 
to its instigation. Subsequent surveys can then monitor any changes 
as they occur. 

Arorae is the most southern island in the Gilbert Group and is also a. 
reef island. Since this island was visited prior to Tama.na. it was 
decided to conduct a survey here also, since it would provide the 
Fisheries Assistants who would be involved in carrying out the survey 
with some practice, and should also iron out any problems that they 
may encounter. 

2. Methodology

A team of four Fisheries Assistlmts conducted the survey by interviewing

members of ever;r third household in Arora.e•(33.J}6) and every household 
in Ta.maaa. (100)6). The questions asked were from tbe a.rtiea.nal survey 
form, as in previous surveys except for the following changess-

Q.10. "Fill in the box below for fish, method, sales-"
In previous surveys the assistants bad been instructed to ask, 

"... for fish caught in the previous week ••• " 

It was considered that a. more reliable estimate of catch could 
be obtained by asking. 

"••• for fish caught on the preTious fishing trip ••• 

n
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However, after the Arorae survey the Assietahts consi4e.red 
_.., ___ tbs.= t too (11UCh weight was bein€ placed on canoe fi811.ing 'trips 

end that people we.re np't recording collecting trip},. !Ihus 
for Ta.mana., the questibh became• 

"••• f6r f-ish caught on the previous (a.) Ocean, (b) reef 
(c) collecting fishing trip•••"

A 

Q..15. relates to the number of fishing trips per week and so a. 
weekly catch estima.te is still possible. For Tama.na howmr, .. 
Q15. wa.s modified to ask, 

"How many fishing trips in the past 7 days did you make -

la.l 
Ocean

b Reef 
c Collecting" 

All questions relating to an aver� time period were changed to a 
specific time period, eg. "••• ip a week" becomes "••• in the past 7 
days".· It was felt that a more reliable answer would be obtained 
by asking people what they had done last week, than expecting them 
to average out their activities. This seemed acceptable in all ·except 
Q..13 relating to money spent on gears and maintainahce. Since these 
tend to be relatively major expenditures that do not occur regularly 
the Fisheries Assistants considered that a time scale of one year 
would be more appropriate. This could be tried in future surveys. 
However, it is important to note that once the most acceptable form 
of questionaire is devised then it should be rigidly adhered to inorder 
to enable comparability between surveys.-

The data contained on the survey forms was entered onto file using 
the Hewlet Packard 85 computer and analysed using a programme written 
by the previous statistics officer. Certain details could not be 
analysed without modification of the programme and so were analysed 
manually. 
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r, of the Data Collected 

Table 1 
Sunmary of Results 

Details 

Households (H/H) surveyed 

Households on island 

Population estimate from survey 

Proportion of people per H/H that fish 

Proportion of fishermen involved ins 

-m
fulltime'commercial' 
�t time commercial
SUbsistenoe

Proportion of fishing H/H that fish in: 

m
Ocean 
Reef_ 
Collecting 

Average number of people involved per 
trip in: 

m
Ocean 
Reef 
Collecting 

Average number of trips per H/H per 
week in: 

m 
Ocean 
Reef 
Collecting 
Total (2) 

Average time per trip in 

m 
Ocean 
Reef 
Collecting 
Total (2) 

Mean o,atch per H/H per trip that fish 
ins 

m
Ocean 
Reef and collecting 
Total (3) 

CPQ (kg/person/hr) ins 

m
Ocean 
Beef and collecting 
Total (3) 

Arorae(1) 

98 
294 

1,696 
35.8}6 

17% 
2� 
6� 

88.9}6 
48.9}6 
52.2'}6 

1.6 
1. 7
1.9 

3.20 

, 

S.S hrs

39.3 kg 

4.12 

250 
250 

1,395 
27.9}6 

1JJ' 

57% 

91.0J' 
71.0J' 
71.196 

1.4 
1.s
1�5

2.77 
1.19 
1.73 
4.50 

6.9 hrs 
3.6 hrs 
�'l hrs 
5:4 hrs .,

27.3 kg 
9.3 kg 

)0.6 kg 

2.83 
1.49 
3.86 
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(12) Baiaed mean catch per week per
B/B in:

!al Ocean
b Reef and collecting 
C Total 

(13) Raised total catch for island
per week in:

A T 

13,035 kg 
i:j �=� and collecting
o Total 1 (4) 
d) Total 2 (4) 33,990 kg 

3,691 kg 
16,726 kg 
26,312 kg 

(14) Daily per capita fiah oonaumption
from:

(a} Total 1

(b) Total 2

(15) Proportion of fishing H/H,

(a) with canoe(s)
(b) without canoe

(16) Total number of canoes on island.

(17) Fishing method/gears owned (numbers)

p 

!al Hand collecting
b Nets (various) 
c Lines (various}

2.86 kg 

88}6 
1296 

315 

21 

69 
327 

1. A.rorae: all figures raised by a £actor of J.

71?' 
291b 

193 

32 
16 

178 

2. Total trips/hours per trip are not the sum of OCN+RFF+COLL
since not all H/H practice all types of fishing.

3. The total catch/CPUE are based on all catches and a.11 H/H
and does·not equate with OCN + RFF + LGN. They will thus tend
to be overestimates since not all H/H are !involved equally in
all activities.

4. Total 1 ""weekly OCN + RFF + COLL catch.

Total 2 ""estimate based on total catch in (10)

Total 2 will tend to be an overestimate as stated above, but
the figure in Total 1 is only available for Tamana. where more
data was collected than on Arorae.

75.6 kg 
27.2 kg 

137.8 kg 



,-.wl! OP CATCH DATA:

11JGOR1 1s
,Ina Catch. 

SB 46% -

ARORAE 

COLL 596
I 

_ OCN 8� 

Fl' 2� 

SB 50)6-

TAMARA 

COLL-� 

; 

- 0CN 7'JJ6

PT 3� 

'.MZZ 'H,

:er1· 1� \
MZZ 11%

BCOBB 3s 
"'9cies Cat

c

h. - SKK 46% 

ftG. 4 CANCE SIZES ARORAE 

._bers 

so 

40 

65 

60 

50 

40 

30 

20 20 

10 10 

2 3 4 S 6 t 8 9 10 11 i 

CANOE SIZE (metres) 

LGOHB 2s· f:tor Catch. 

30 

TUN 3(1)// 

TAMANA 



1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Details 

H/H on.island 

Fishing households(%) 

Fishermen involved in (%)s-

tl 
full tll1e cot,.mercial

b pa.rt timi:; c�rcial 
c subsistence 

Areas fished: ProJortion 
of H/H, n Ocean 
b La.goon 
c Reef 
d Collecting 

(5) Avge trips/H/H/week 

Abemama 

411 

70.6 

46.7 
8.9 

44.4 

46.7 
92.2 
75.6 
65.6 

3.2 

(6) Estimated total catah for --
-island for week of survey (kg) 22,346

(7) Estiua.fed -�ly per ea.pi ta
fish consumption (kg) 1.15 

(8) Proportion of d./H owning
boat. 60 

(9) Number ofs-

tl 
canoe• 174 

b skiffs 14 
c engines 14 

(1-0) Gear ownership (numbe� 
34 ia� Ham collE.cting

b Nets 866 

� 
Table 2 

A. SUMMARY OF FISHERIES J'R.AMll: $\JJtvlu DA.TA

:tranuka Kuria North Tarawa 

120 140 350 

93.0 62.9 82.3 

9.0 23.9 36.9 
41.0 27.3 14.3 
48.o 48.9 48.8 

63.4 72.7 34.1 
61.8 - 82.2
69.6 89,8 42.9
50.9 25.0 34�8

3.3 3.6 3.5 

6,415 6,130 
� 

_ 1.31 0.97 1.31

70 63 52 

90 68 146 
12 4 7 

8 4 8 

3 2 17 
127 75 '536 

Tamana Arorae 

2,0 294 

81.3 92.8 

13.0 17.0 
30.0 23.0 
57.0 60.0 

91.0 88.9 

71.0 48.9 
71.1 52.2 

4.5 3.2 

16,726 33,990 

1.71 2.86 

71 88 

193 315 

21 32 
16 69 
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Table 3 
l&.TC!H DJ.TA. Br SPICIIS. 

CAUGHT(% OF TOTAL CATCH) 
-

X CCX SNA EMP MUM MUL TUN BIL TTX MZZ 

42 2.19 18.32 16.49 2.83 4.32 4.77 0.3.5 - 0.90 7,821

11 5.75 12.66 9.90 2.09 5.66 21.26 - - 0.97 6,415 

76 0.06 0.11 0.40 - 0.14 29. 74 15.05 - 6.58 3,541 

15 15.48 7.23 1. 70 0.42 2.51 43.14 11.17 - 3.72 6,131 

67 6.24 12.16 11.81 9.84 9.88 3.44 o.6 - 3.49 21 ,'23;

11 3.64 0.39 - - 0.03 61.47 - - 2.41 5,847 

�tea CGX - Carangids
lS SNA - Snappers

- Emporers
- qpatfish,
- Mullets
- Tunas

• BIL - :Sillfish
sh 'Pl'){' - Turtles

MZZ - Others

EMP 
MUM 
MUL 
TUN 

-



Islands 

INV CB.IJ MOL $KH 

Abemama. 0.87 o.06 9.47 11.41

Aranuka 0.25 - 6.02 10.63

Arorae - - 0.20 45.67 

Kuria - 0.0.5 1.11 6.08

N.Tarawa 0.16 - 4.16 7.91

Ta.ma.na. - - 0.24 27.96 

ALB 

23.18 

3.30 

-

-

26.90 

-

ANALYSIS OF < 

SPECIES 

Ctu,�--- MIL' < 
.. ·' 

- -

�y Bs: 

2.43 2.

0.11 0.14 16.15 5. 

- .. 1.30 o •

- - 5.24 2.

0.75 - 1.99 o.

- • 2.74 1 • 

KEY:-

INV - InvertebrE
CRU - Crustacea.z
MOL - Molluscs
SKH - Sharks
ALB - Albulids
CLU - Clupeaids
MIL - Chanos sp.
FLY - Flying fi:

.BSX - Graupers
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:Island 
-

• 

.. 1. !bl Island 

Arone, a reef' island with total land area of' 9.48 aq km or 10.37 
aq Ila including the fringing reef', lies at the Southern most end 
ot tbe Gilbert Group. Beyond the reef flat (te waiwai) is a 
nlativel7 shallow area of about 4 metres (te.kamai) before shelving 
steepq into the deep ocean {te ka.ro). Except in the N"orth, there 
1a a steep drop off all around the island at a depth of about 400 
•tres located approximately 0.2 nautical miles from the shore. In
tbe Borth the drop.off extends some 1.56 nautical miles from the
ebore. 

!bese gradations of the reef structure allow a variety of different 
f'ishing techniques to be applied depending upon both the area. being 
f'isbed, and upon the state of the tide. The steepness of the shelving 
slope, however, limits the potential area avail,?.ble as a habitat 
for fish species, and so the total fishing �:for all species, with 
the exception of ocean dwelling fish, is considerably less than on 
lagoon iala.nds.

4.2. Survey Response 
livery third house on Arorae was visited,')� total of 98 households 
in all. The response rate was 99)6 with ··only 1 refusal being recorded. 
'l'he total number of households is thus estimated as 294 with an avera
ge household size of 5.77 + 2.32 persons. The total population is 
estimated as 1,696 persons. 

4.3. Fishing Activity and Catch ll:i.ta 

A high degree of fishing activity (92.&Jt, of all households) was �e
ported, and on average J5.a}6 of' household members are active in some 
form of fishing. The average catch per fishing trip for all areas
fished and for all sectors was recorded as being 39.3 kg per fishing 
economic unit {FEIT). At an average of 3.2 fishing trips per week 
this makes the total catch 125.9 kg/wk/FEIT or raised for the whole 
island, 33,990 kg/wk. With an estimated population of 1,696 this 
gives a per capita fish consumption value of 2.86 kg/person/day. 
The data which relates to catch volumes is summarized in Figures 1-3� 

4.3.1 Analysis by 'Sector' 

60}6 of all households(or fishing economic units, FEU) fish solely on 
a subsistence basis, and by volume they account for 46% of the total 
production and land an average 31.87 kg+ 39.4 kg per trip. Pa.rt time 
fishermen, ie. those that sell some of their catch but for whom this 
does noi represent their main source of income, constitute 2.3)6 of all 
FEtJ's and account for 26% of the total catch. They land on average 
44.81 kg+- 56.77 kg per trip. The full time fishermen who comprise 

. only 17% of all FEU' s account for 2&)1, of the total catch and land 
twice as much per trip as subsistence fishermen (67.73 kg+ 63.03 kg). 
Their average weekly income from fishing activities is reported as 
being $14.76 per week. The reported income is quite low and the 
proportion of full time fishermen is also low, but this ia to be 
expected since the only captive local market is likely to be the 
7.';!}6 of households which reported that they did not fish. The only 
formal exports of fisheries products from Arorae are sharks-fins 
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it is possible that some dried fish is exported along 
(family) lines. 

Jl.·!a interesting to note that ocean fish comprise 9296 of the 
·1o1:a1 catch of full time EEO''s whilst for subsistence fishermen
� fish comprise only 77% of the catch and an higher proportion
(2•af 8J') is comprised of reef and collected fish. This ma.y
1nl1ca+.e either that ocean fish are more saleable (and indeed
lor P.f fishermen 36¾ of ocean fish are sold cf. 1J)6 of reef/ ·.
collected fish) or that subsisten�e fishermen lack either canoes or
gears to enable them to exploit this resource.. 

,-

1,.).2. B.y fishing Area 

aot all FEU's fish in all areas. 88.9% fish in the ocean and the 
annge number of persons involved per trip is 1.6. The ocean 
catch represents 83% by �olume of the total (Fig 1) whilst the reef 
o3tch, which represents 1296 of the total, is fished for by 48.9% 
of households involving some 1.7 people per trip. The production 
accounted for by collecting is only 5% of the total yet 52.296 of all 
households are;involved in this activity utilizing on average 1.9 
people per household. Clearly there is considerable variation in 
the ca,tch per unit effort in each area fishery. Howev�r, since 
individual data relating to trips/week, time/trip was not collected 
for each area fishery in Arorae it is not possible to gain an 
estimate of CPUE. The value of 4.12 kg/person/hr given in Table 1 
is an overestimate (sinece not all FEU's fish in all areas equally) 
and has oniy been included for comparison with the Tamana. data. 

4.J.). By Species

Sharks comprise the largest single catch, representing 46% of the 
total volume landed, followed by tunas (29.74%) and billfish 
(15.05%). Miscellaneous species account for 6.58)6 of the catch,_/ 
and the largest proportion of these consist of octopus which also 
form the largest component of the collected catch. Clams (te were) 
are the remainder of the collected catch (with the exception of a 
few miscellaneous fin-fish) but represent only 0.296 of the total. 
Flying fish represent only 1.3% of the catch by weight although in 
numbers of fish and effort put into this particular fishery this 
figure is not truly representative. Often the flying fish will be 
used as bait for bottom fishing and tuna fishing. The groupers, 
snappers, emperors etc. which comprise the reef caught species 
are individually represented by only a fraction of a p•rcent of the 
total catch as implied previously (4.3.2. ocean catch cf reef or 
collecting catch). 

4.4. Equipment 

4.4.1. Fishing Gears 

From Table 1 (17) it is apparent that fishing with hooks and lines 
is more common than net fishing. The lines are mostly hand lines, 
and only two trolling lines were reported. This is consistent with 
the local bylaw which exists prohibiting trolling under power (wind 
or engine). 

9/ •• 

.... - __, 
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A ft.riety of fishing methods exist which involve ievel uses of 
.,.ar. Bquipment such a.s nooses, spears, harpoons and knives 
)an been recorded as hand collecting equipment and these are 
predm1nantly eed on the reef flat and the kamai along with 
the nets reported. vh.ilst lines are for ocean fishing. A large 
__,.r of scoop nets were also reported, used to catch flying fish. 

a...2. Boat Ownership 

889' of all fishing households own at least one canoe and there a.re 
an estimated total of 315 canoes on the island. In 1978 the census 
J!900rded 270 ca.noes on the island, so an increase of 45 canoes over 
6 788.1'8 appears to have occurred unless the sample wa.s unrepresen
tative of the whole population. 'l'neir si1es are illustrated in 
fl&. 4. The majority of oanoee are 4-5 m long and a.re 1 man canoes. 
they are specially designed to be light for ea.rrying over-the reef' 
and for ease of paddling; �y J(1}6 of all canoes on Arorae have 
eails. There were no·enginee reported, although it is known that 
there is infact one outboard motor on the island. 'l'ne lack of 
powered craft (no craft other than canoes a.re found on Arorae) is in 
line with the previously mentioned bylaw, but the high degree o£ 
boat ownership is commensurate with the high level of fishiJ::lg acti
vity reported. 

S, 13mana Island 

S.1. The Island

IJ.ke Arorae, Tamana. is a reef island which lies at the Southern end 
of the Gilbert Group. It has a land area of only 4. 73 sq km or · 
6.41 sq km including the fringing reef. The reef structure ia aa 
described for Arorae, ahd the drop off a.t 400 meters occurs approxi
mately 0.3 nautical miles from the shore except for in the North 
where it extends for 1.29 nautical miles. 

In 1971-1974 Tama.na was the subject of a.Rural Socio-Economic Survey 
. aimed to establish the possible.impact of the cessation of income to 
islands in the Gilbert group from phosphate mining on 13anaba. Certain 
details are well werth reading which relate to fishing activities, 
and particularly with regard to fishing methods more detail is to be 
found than within the scope of this report. The next major impact 
upon the way of life of the people of Tamana. is likely to be from 
the Integrated Atoll Development Programme mentioned earlier (see 1) 
This report aims to establish the sturcture of the Tamana. fishery 
prior to any possible· changes. 

s.2. SUrvey Response 

Every household in Tama.na. was visited and only 15 refu9t1s (6)6) were 
reported. 'l'ne total number of households is 250 with an average 
household size of 5.58 + 2.31 persons. The total population was 
recorded as 1,395 persons. 

10/ •• 
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.S.J. Pishillg Activity and Catch De.ta 

81.3' of all households reported that they were involved in some 
form of fishing activity, a;id on average 27. ';H, of the people within 
a bou.sebold take part. The ave� catch per fishing trip £or 
all areas fished and far all sectors was recorded as 30.6kg per 
Jim. At an average of 4.5 trips per week this makes the total catch 
111.8 k&/wk/FEO, or, raised for the whole island, 26,312kg/wk. 
lloweve.L' these values are overestimates since not all FECJ l·s engage 
equally in all types of fishing activity. Since extra data. was 
collected fo» Tamana. (see 2) it was possible to breakdown the oatohes 
bJ' area, and the total weekly catch for the island then becomes 
16,726 kg. This gives an estimated per capita daily fish consump
tion of 1.71 kg (of 2.69 kg based on the higher oatch estimate). The 
data which relates to catch volumes is summarized in Figs. 1-3. 

s.3-1 Analysis by I Sector•

S1J{, of FEU's are subsistence fishermen. They account for 5a¼ of the 
total catch by volume and land on average 27.6kg + 19.6 kg per trip. 
The remaining 4.JJ6 of FE01 s occassiona.lly sell fish, but only 1 'JJ(, claim 
to be full time fishermen. 'lbis proportion accounts for 18J' of the 
total catch and they land 43.83 � + 18.3 kg per trip, whilst the 
part time fishermen (30J6 of FEO's) land 32% of the catch and 33.4 +
21.2 kg per trip. The proportion of fishermen reporting to be full 
time .fishermen is very low and their inoo me is a.lso low; on average

19.04 per week. ,. 

Unlike in Arorae, there is no difference between°the proportion of the 
catch taken in the ocean and that on the reef and by collecting when 
comparing full time fishermen with subsistence fishermen (Pl', 7f}J(, of 
catch in Ocean, PT, 79'/4 ·and subsistence 7CJJii). A lower proportion of 
FEU 1 s own canoes on Tamana. (see 5.4.2) so this is perhaps surprising, 
but analysis of the data for those FEO's without canoes reveals that 
some evidently have access to friends or neighbours oanoes for ocean 
fishing. 

S.3.2. By Fishing Area

9196 of all FEU's fish in the ocean involving 1.4 people per trip 
on average. The ocean catch accounts for 7% .of the total 
volume. The reef catch (1% of total) is exploited by 71% of all 
FEU's (and 1.5 people per trip) and a similar proportion ·(71.196) 
engage in collecting activities although this accounts for only 2%
of the total volume. An average of 1.5 people per trip are involved 
in collecting activities. 

As with Arorae it is apparent that differences in either the amount 
of time devoted to the different types of fishing, or differences in 
the CP1JE must exist: The average number of fishing trips per week

was estim&ted from the survey as 4.5, but this is an over estimate 
since it assumes all FEtJ 1 s engage in all activities. Abalysis by 
area reveals that more ocean fishing trips are made per week {2.77 
trips/week@ 6.9 hrs/trip) than on the reef (1.19 trifs/wk@ 3.6 
hrs/trip ) or collecting (1.73 trips/wk@ 4.7 hr/trip). A simple 
estimate of CPUE (ignoring gear type or 'set' time) reveals a 
greater catch per unti time spent fishing in the ocean (2.83 kg/ 
person/hr), than reef fishing or collecting (1.49kg/person/hr, com-

�ined estimate). 
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!be greater CPOE in the ocean combined with the greater time per 
trip and greater number of trips per week explains the high 

..:· proportion of·-.tbe catch represented by ocean fish. Ocean fishing 
also bolds a higher status value in society (Lawrence, 1977) 
aince these a.r� the preferred species. The fact that not all 
boaeeholds eDgage in all fishing activities may be dependant upon 
tbe household structure since canoe fishing is conducted principally 
'by •ture men, whilst older men, young boys and women will engage 
1D the other activities. It is interesting to note that du.ring the 
1971-74 survey Lawrence (1977) monitored 13 fishing families ove� a 
S veek period and on average they engaged in 4.1 fishing trips per 
wek, of which 3 were ocean trips (0f 4-5 total and 2.77 trips ocean 
fishing, this survey) which tends to suppor� the findings of this 
aarvey. 

S.J.J. B,r species. 

B.r far the largest part of the catch is represented by tunas (61% 
by weight) followed by sharks (28%). These a.re ocean fish. :By weight 
Oying fish represent only J}6 of the catch, but as on Arorae this is 
not representative of the effort involved. Indeed Lawrence (1977) 
breaks down the catch by numbers of fish caught (unfortunately no esti-
11ates of weight are �ven) and flying fish represent the largest 
single catch (40. 7"JJ/,) Flying fish a.re used as bait for ocean and 
deep sea line fish;i..ng. 

!I.be reef fish form only a very small pro�ortion of the total catch 
9") oarrangids being the most common (4%) whilst collected species 
such as Te were (0.24%) and octopus ( 2%) are also in a minority. 

s.4. Equipment

5.1'. 1 Fishing Gears 

An excellent description of the varieties of fishing gears to be 
found on Tama.na is in Lawrence (1977). The present survey revealed 
that Line fishing was the most common. Few nets are owned, whilst 
band collecting equipment is more common (Table 1, 17). The gears 
owned a.re reflective of the fact that Tamana is a reef islarid where 
£:isling methods differ significantly from lagoon islands. Like Arorae 
local bylaws exist prohibiting trolling under power so most ocean 
fishing is with drop lines. Fishing for flying fish is also regulated 
and such regulations illustrate the fears of a small island with 
limited resources for conservation of fish stocks. 

S.4.2. :Boat Ownership

As on Arorae the only fiening" vessels a.re canoes. 71% of a.11 FEU's 
possess at least one canoe and there are 193 canoes on the island 
(cf 159 reported in the 1978 censuij). Their sizes are shown in 
Fig 4 which reveals two main size classes; 4-5 m and 6-7 m, the�e 
being 1 and 2 man canoes respectively. No-�anoes have sails and 
there are no outboard motors. The canoes are designed to be light 
for paddling and carrying over the reef. 

12/ •• 
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·-�■90'l8aion
....

!he at��ture of.the fisheries in Arorae and Tama.na have been
a..oribed and these details may be considered to be an accurate 
JI ■entation. A comparison with the other islands for whieh 
iz... aurveys have been conducted occurs in Table 2.

re-

:i.· 

'-1,2 !be catch data reported is rather more dubious. Traditionally fish 
-::,\ are sold by the piece, and few fishermen have any idea of the wight

� their catch. Thus all figures for weight are based upon number 
oengt,.fe. length, and the fisheries assistants own judgement ,.of the 
ve18bt of a fish of that length. Furthermore, it is apparent that 
80118 errors occur within the programme used to analyse the ta.ta. 
Jar example, in Tamana the programme analysis gives 866 sharks 
OIIU8ht weighing 1,635 kg (1.89 kg each shark) whilst individual 
analysis reveals only 21 sharks weighing 764 kg (36 kg ea.ch). Such 
eErOrs have presumably occurred in all previous analyses and will· 
need amending when the programme is corrected. 

6.3 Jpa.rt from the uncertainties relating to the weight of fish caught, 
the data collected refers only to the period ·-.of the survey and ma.y 
not be truly representative of the species or volume catoh annually, 
and aoes not allow for variations in moon phase or weather. Thus . 
no attempt has been made, as in previous reports, to r ain, the esti
-.ate to produce a figure for the annual catch. 

'-Ji l'llrthermore, the data used is based on average catches. It has 
already been stated that not all :Fmr's engage in all types of fishery, 
and more accurate estimates are possible by breaking down the catch 
data by the area fishery. This has only been possible for Tamana 
bo.t not for any of the other islands surveyed. 

6.S :P.rom Table 2. it may be seen that the level of fishing activity
is high on most islands, the lowest being Kuria and Abemama. which 
have high copra production. Copra cutting may compete for time 
with fishing. However, the proportion'of solely subsistence fishermen 
is higher on both Tamana and Arorae than the other islands reported, 
whilst the proportion of commercial fishermen is accordingly lower. 
This indicates a small internal market for fish compared with the 
other islands (except A.ranuka). 

6.6 The areas fished reveal the type of island surveyed and ocean fishing 
predominates on the reef islands of Arorae,-Tamana and Kuria which 
do not have a lagoon. This is also reflected in the species mix 
(see Table 3). Typically lagoon and reef species predominate in the 
catches of lagoon islands, whilst Ocean fish dcmina.te the catch on 
reef:islands. Sharks and tuna fo:rm a particularly high proportion of

the catch. The collecting catch is higher on the lagoon islands 
where shellfish such as Te b1m form a common constituent of the 
subsistence diet. 

6.7 The number of fishing trips per week is similar for all islands 
except Tamana which is slightly higher, altho:ugh this could be due 
to the way that this particula.r�question was ohanged (see 2), and it 
re£lects all trips rather than just boat-fishing trips which may 
have occured previously. 

13/ •• 
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weekly catch per island is given but 
bas more meaning when considered on a per capita fish 

tion basis. The figure for Arorae is considerably higher 
£or the other islands. This may in part be due to the differ

at •thod of calculating the weekly catch used for Tama.oa. and 
Azclacae (see 2). However, the figure for Tamana is also slightly 
�r than the other islands and a more reliable catch estimate 
... possible for Ta.mans.. Tl'll.s it may be the case that a higher

L 

i.w-1 o£ fish consumption does indeed occur on Ta.mans. and Arorae,
aplained by the fact that the ocean fish (sharks and tuna.) typically
fttbed for are larger and heavier than typical reef and lagoon species.

M•aulca, Tamana and Arorae have the lowest proportion of coamercial
1'1abermen, but the highest proportion of FEU's owning a boat (and a
ldch proportion of fishing households). These factors are interrelated
amt indicate the requirement for a boat with which to fish either
b•oause a small market exists or because of a preference to catch ones
Ollll fish and a reluctance to buy fish (Note also that a large propor
ti.on of the catch is not sold but given a.way to other family members
and neighbours). The largest number of boats exist on Tama.na and
Aro:rae but they are solely canoes unlike the other islands where some
povered skiffs a.re owned.

Conclusions

J.1. Tbe fisheries of Tamana. and Arora.a are very similar and the follo
Vi»g points will apply equally to both. 

7.2. It would appear that the local market for fish is limited and any 
expansion of the fisheries would need to be export based. At present 
sharks fins are the only export and indeed Tamana and Arorae are 
aajor suppliers of this commodity within Kiribati (see Mees, 1984). 
Dried fish are purchased by the �oboti on ea.ch island but this is 
only for internal sales and exports to Tarawa do not occur formally. 

7.3. Any expansion of the fisheries on either island would need to be 
monitored carefully. The reef based resources are limited owni.Dg to 
the small size of each island and the steeply shelving drop-off. 
Besources such as lobsters rhich oould potentially form a viable air
freight based export commodity are thus limited and would need 
careful management. The reef fishes form only a small proportion of

the total catch, arid deep bottom species which tend to be of high 
value were shown by a fishing survey conducted at the same time as 
this survey to be very scarce. 

r .i.,. '!be ma.in area in which expansion could occur is thus in ocean 
fishing. Sharks tend to be territorial and so there could be a 
danger of overfishing this resource, although the potential for 
expanding the shark fishing industry to produce hides, teeth and 
dried meat products in addition to fins does exist. Tuna are migra
tory and so it is unlikely that increased fishing effort on these 
stocks will have any adverse effects. However, using the present 
fishing techniques a problem in expanding tuna fishing could occur 
clue to the limited supply of bait (flying fish). At present local 
b)' laws exist to protect both flying fish stocks and tuna. stocks. 
the former may have some merit but it would seem that the regulations 
relating to tuna could be relaxed. If trolling under power were 
peiw.itted other lures could be used reducing ghe p,:essure on flying 
fish stocks. However, it is true that engines tend to scatter the 

ila •ti.mate of the totaJ 
1111a 

Ill 
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atoob so trolling under sail would seem most appropriate. 
placing of Fish Aggregating Devices (F.AD1 s) at the Northern 

· , .... of each island might also help to increase the potential 
nocks1 al though they· may also aggrevate the porpoise _prob-

11111.0h both islands complain oft 

· . M JS9Nnt all fish exports must be dried owing to the lack
: el ice (except lobsters which can travel live and fetch a high
· ..,..,, price to enable .uti'lization of the air facilities). Even 
_ Id.ill ice it is doubtful whether tuna could profitably be exported 

to lfar&va ( especially with an abundance of tuna on Maiana. banks 
,. aob nearer to Tarawa). With the limited. supply of high value 

..., bottom species then1 the prospecta for develop� art export 
---4 fishing industfy seem very lilllitedl 'hie only reason for 
•�ting to expand the fisheries of these islands would be to
..-rate income. At the present level of exploitation a very
ailaquate supply of fish is available for · internal consumption •. 

Although limited, it is possible to identify potential area.a 
�ar development of a tuna based export industry from these 
1alands, although their economic feasibility would require 
eYaluation. The establishment of shore based facilities for 
freezing tuna would enable storage of tuna catches which could 
be sold to Ma.utari and periodically collected by either one 
of their vessels or a collection vessel aquired specifically 
for this purpose. It could also collect other species of fish 

 
from other islands. The mechanics and economics of such an 

 
operation, however, require very careful consideration.
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